KEEPSAKE STOCKING SHAPES

T E M P L AT E
TRUCK
Cut the basic body shape from felt, and layer
on the window and wheels. Place the wheels
so they overlap the body of the vehicle.

FLOWER
Cut a thin strip of felt for a stem, or
glue on yarn. For the center, punch a
dot out of felt and glue on. You could
also embroider a French knot or
draw the center with a marker.

TRAIN
Place the wheels so they overlap the bodies of the cars.
For the engine, align the bottom edges of the wheels, so
they’re level on the bottom, before gluing to overlap the
body.

DRUM
Cut out entire shape for drum, and layer on the
drumhead piece. Glue on embroidery floss or yarn
for strapping. For each drumstick, glue a small oval
on the end of a thin strip of felt.
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KEEPSAKE STOCKING SHAPES

T E M P L AT E
PONY
Cut the entire shape from felt, and layer on the
mane piece. For the tail, group three 5-inch
pieces of yarn (choose a color to match the
mane). Fold in half, and knot about 1/2 inch
from the fold; glue loops under body, leaving
only knot and loose ends out. For eye, punch out
a tiny circle of felt to glue on, or embroider a
French knot or draw with a marker.

BASEBALL MITT
Cut the hand shape from felt, and use
yarn to make the webbing in the
pocket. Stitch with embroidery floss
or thin yarn to make stitching lines
where marked.

SNOWFLAKE
Using a craft punch will give
you a perfect shape for every
cutout.

PENCIL
Cut the entire shape from yellow,
and layer on the smaller shapes.
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pencil tip

pencil end

pencil point

pencil eraser

KEEPSAKE STOCKING SHAPES

T E M P L AT E

PIG
Cut the entire shape from felt, and layer on
the ear piece. For eye, glue on a tiny chip
of felt; if you prefer, embroider eye with a
French knot or draw with a marker. For the
tail, tie a knot in one end of a short piece
of yarn or embroidery floss; glue other end
under body.

MITTEN
Cut two, and flop one so you have a left and
right mitten. Glue yarn between them for the
mitten keeper.

SNOWMAN
For buttons and eyes,
punch small circles using a
hole or craft punch. Or if
you like, embroider them
using a French knot, or
draw with a marker.
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FOOTBALL
Cut entire shape from brown felt, and layer on
white-felt details. Cut one long and three short
skinny strips of felt for the stitches, and overlap,
placing the long one on the bottom.

